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Foreword

Russia’s unprovoked and barbaric war on Ukraine has been met with a coordinated financial and economic campaign against Russia by the United States and most major economies around the world. The domain of economic and financial power is now front and center as a core dimension of the confrontation with Russia.

Though there has been much focus on the recent sanctions response, this confrontation with Russia has been underway for many years, stoked by Russian aggression, kleptocracy, and malicious activity through both state and non-state actors. Indeed, the Kremlin, Russian oligarchs, and state-sanctioned militants and hackers have been attacking the West for years — promoting rampant money laundering, ransomware attacks, corruption, and theft. Russia has used the energy sector and other facets of its economy as a sword and shield in any confrontation with its neighbors. Russia is waging hybrid warfare.

The Russian invasion and illegal annexation of Crimea in 2014, and the 2022 invasion of Ukraine — along with the sanctions and asset hunts imposed in response — have served to reveal clearly the economic and financial dimensions of this conflict.

As the fighting in Ukraine drags on, the economic and financial measures intended to weaken Russia’s ability to wage war will become an even more important part of the Western response. Western weapons and Ukrainian courage have allowed Kyiv to defend itself and retake large swathes of territory. But prevailing in the economic domain will require a sustained, concerted, and strategic effort from the West. Striking the delicate balance of allowing Russia to supply oil and gas and other necessary goods to global markets while reducing the Kremlin’s revenues is a key design of the current sanctions regime, and it is a difficult balance to maintain.

Washington and its allies have powerful economic tools at their disposal. The most important global currencies and countries are aligned in the financial isolation of Russia. European economies have untethered from Russian energy dependencies and have imposed significant sanctions and trade restrictions. The alternate markets willing to do business with Russia, like China and India, are negotiating deep discounts and are wary of getting too close to the taint of Russian atrocities and sanctions evasion. And many in the private sector have divested, departed, and distanced themselves because the reputational and illicit financial risks of doing business in or through Russia are simply too high.

Washington has maintained a delicate bipartisan consensus on the need to wield such tools aggressively to isolate the Russian economy — and a core group of large democratic economies have followed suit. At least for now, there is a broad inclination to rely on non-kinetic tools of economic statecraft and coercion rather than force.

To maximize the leverage of an economic and financial pressure campaign, more aggressive offensive and defensive measures are necessary. This requires a recognition that the economic and financial domain is now an arena of direct conflict with Russia. Sanctions and other measures should be wielded as part of a concerted strategy to undermine Moscow’s war efforts and economy for the long term — not simply as tools to react to the latest Russian aggression or malign activity. With sufficient political will and a strengthened
coalition, the United States can wear down the Russian war machine and hamstring its ability to harness malign finance to destabilize democratic governments and evade sanctions and export controls.

The stakes could not be higher. Russia seeks not only to alter its western border but to undermine the U.S.-led world order. Russian victory in Ukraine would reinforce the instincts for impunity for all revisionist, authoritarian regimes. A Russian economic counter-offensive against the West could hobble transparent and open trade, embed corruption in governments worldwide, and compromise free elections. If allowed to evade sanctions and create new channels of economic and financial activity, Russia could enable an alliance of financial rogues connected by their desire to undermine the U.S.-led financial and commercial order.

A message of deterrence to others must also be sent. Indeed, countries that are tempted to mimic Russia’s use of brutal force to achieve expansionist goals of territorial domination and national identity (China, for example) need to see the painful economic and financial effects of isolation.

This monograph highlights essential steps the West should take to tighten the screws on Russia’s economy and federal budget. It is time to expand the sanctions campaign against the Russian financial sector, including by targeting Moscow’s alternative to the SWIFT messaging system. Targeting sanctions evasion must expose and close front companies, shadow fleets, and rogue entities — and the enabling intelligence services — that facilitate Russian illicit activity. Washington also needs to increase pressure on Russia’s energy sector, most notably by increasing diversity of supply and delivery, reducing dependence on Russian nuclear exports, and adjusting the oil price-cap mechanism to ensure its effective implementation. More and more, the Russian economy needs to be isolated for its malign activities. Third countries, financial centers, and the private sector need to understand the real risks of doing business with and depending on Russia.

At the same time, the West must also redouble its fight against the malign financial and commercial activity Russia and its proxies use to influence democratic countries, weaponize corruption, support rogue regimes, and evade sanctions and export controls. The United States must continue to improve financial transparency, including by properly regulating key enablers of malign finance by Russia and other threat actors. The Treasury and Commerce departments will need to be adequately equipped to lead this fight. Finally, Western democracies must help bring potential allies back into the fold — convincing India, Turkey, and the United Arab Emirates, among others, that economic ties with the West are worth more than risky ventures and backroom dealings with Moscow.

If Washington and its allies can maintain global consensus and harness the formidable tools at their disposal, they can help defeat the Kremlin’s aggression in Ukraine and severely diminish its capacity to wield malign influence worldwide. Doing so will ultimately weaken Russia’s capabilities, while reinforcing the strength of Western sanctions and the U.S.-backed financial and economic order.
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Introduction

In its size, scope, and brutality, Russia's full-scale invasion of Ukraine that began on February 24, 2022, has far surpassed any conflict in Europe since the Second World War. Wars like this were not supposed to happen in Europe — at least, not anymore.

For Russia and the United States, the invasion has accelerated a transition from competition to confrontation. In this clash, the financial and economic domain is a pivotal battlefield. Sanctions and export controls offer the West a powerful sword with which to bleed Russia's economy and war machine. Those are the offensive components of the evolving economic conflict. The defensive side of this economic battle will require the West to disrupt the illicit or covert financial flows — what this monograph calls “malign finance” — that Moscow and its agents employ to wield influence in foreign countries, exploit corruption, support rogue regimes, and dodge Western sanctions and export controls.

The United States enjoys unique leverage in the economic and financial arena, thanks to the dollar's status as the world’s premier reserve currency and America’s central role in the global financial system. What it lacks is the will to use that leverage to the fullest if it is to truly deprive Russia of the resources required to wage its war of imperial conquest.

After Moscow’s first invasion of Ukraine and annexation of Crimea in 2014, the Obama administration and Western allies imposed after-the-fact costs on Russia, mainly via sanctions. These limited punitive measures failed to convince the Kremlin to reverse course. Ahead of Russia’s 2022 invasion, a U.S.-led Western coalition sought to use the threat of harsher economic punishment to deter Putin. This, too, failed.

As the war has progressed, the logic of the Western sanctions campaign has shifted: The Biden administration now embraces the methods and rationale of economic war, as classically defined — that is, denying Moscow the means to wage war in the first place. The results so far have been mixed. Russia’s economy is hurting but resilient, and the Kremlin can still fund its war.

“The United States and its allies must wage a more aggressive economic conflict against Russia with maximum vigor.”

The United States and its allies must wage a more aggressive economic conflict against Russia with maximum vigor. Hundreds of Russian banks are not yet on the sanctions blacklist. Treasury has granted far too many exceptions and exemptions to the financial sanctions in place. The department needs to enforce more stringently the sanctions that prohibit third parties, such as Chinese entities, from doing business with Russia. Washington has not forced third parties to sever ties with SPFS, Russia’s alternative to the SWIFT international financial messaging system. Nor has Washington designated Russia as a jurisdiction of primary money laundering concern. The West has also refrained from imposing sanctions on Russia’s lucrative civil nuclear industry.

Most notably, Western nations have imposed a cap on the price of most Russian oil exports, but the price ceiling is too high to truly squeeze the Kremlin’s coffers, and Russia’s top customers can simply ignore the cap by employing non-Western shipping firms and related service providers. Finally, although many Western firms exited the Russian market last year, a number are still doing business in Russia.

To wage high-impact economic warfare against Russia, the U.S. government needs to step up the intensity and tempo of punitive measures across a range of agencies, especially the departments of Treasury and Commerce. Congress will have to provide these agencies with the budgets, tools, and legal authorities to prosecute the conflict more aggressively and effectively. Washington must also close key regulatory loopholes that facilitate malign finance by Russia and other hostile actors. These measures will not only help protect Western societies from Russian malign finance but will also boost the
impact of Western sanctions and export controls, which are currently failing to prevent Moscow from acquiring sensitive goods needed by Russia’s defense industry.

The first part of this monograph examines how the United States can sharpen its sanctions “sword” to cut the sinews of war that enable Moscow to continue its aggression in Ukraine and threaten other neighbors. The second part focuses on the West’s “shield” against Russian malign finance. Each part concludes with detailed recommendations for the executive branch, Congress, and America’s allies.

The United States enjoys tremendous advantages in the economic and financial domain. Washington and its allies must now find the political will to use that leverage to deprive Moscow of the resources to continue its war of aggression. Such measures alone may not defeat Russia on the battlefield, but they can help tip the balance in a crucial domain.

**Waging Economic War Against Russia**

Following Moscow’s illegal annexation of Crimea in 2014 and subsequent invasion of Ukraine’s Donbas region, the United States and its allies imposed economic and financial sanctions. The Obama White House initially identified two objectives for its sanctions strategy against Russia. The first was to impose economic costs on Moscow for breaking its post-Cold War peace with Europe. The second was to incentivize Russia to withdraw from Ukraine and return “its military forces to their original bases.”¹ The United States and its transatlantic allies subsequently sanctioned many individuals and entities responsible for destabilizing Ukraine, curbed the access of some state-owned Russian companies to Western financial markets, imposed restrictions on high-technology exports for oil exploration and production, and barred exports of military and some dual-use equipment to Russia.² While these sanctions achieved their first goal (imposing costs), they failed in their second (ending the Russo-Ukrainian war). This failure ultimately set the stage for today’s conflict.

For its part, Congress responded to Putin’s first invasion of Ukraine and broader malign activity by endowing the executive branch with powerful new economic tools. Major sanctions legislation included the Ukraine Freedom Support Act of 2014, the Support for the Sovereignty, Integrity, Democracy, and Economic Stability of Ukraine Act of 2014, and the Countering Russian Influence in Europe and Eurasia Act of 2017 (passed as part of the Countering America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act, or CAATSA). These laws authorized, and in many cases mandated, sanctions against not only malign individuals but also important economic entities and sectors.

However, successive administrations failed to implement these laws to their full potential. Washington did achieve some success in using CAATSA sanctions to deter foreign countries from buying Russian arms.³ But many authorities went underutilized, such as CAATSA Section 228, which requires sanctions against any individual or entity that “materially violates, attempts to violate, conspires to violate, or causes a violation of” Russia-related sanctions.⁴ Numerous persons in Russia — not

---

³. In August 2018, A. Wess Mitchell, then assistant secretary of state for European and Eurasian affairs, testified that the “chilling effect” from CAATSA Section 231 had caused Moscow to lose “$8 to $10 billion in … arms deals.” Assistance Secretary of State for European and Eurasian Affairs A. Wess Mitchell, Testimony Before the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, August 21, 2018. (https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CHRG-115shrg40552/html/CHRG-115shrg40552.htm)
to mention China, Iran, North Korea, and elsewhere — qualify for such sanctions but were never designated.

Meanwhile, Putin harbored far more dangerous ambitions. The first public signs that Putin was preparing to expand the Russo-Ukrainian war emerged in the spring of 2021, when Russia amassed forces along Ukraine’s border before ultimately pulling some of them back. Months later, Russia’s military again deployed near Ukraine and in Crimea — and this time, Putin was prepared to invade. As Russia’s military build-up progressed through the fall and winter, Washington sounded the alarm that Moscow was planning a new, far larger invasion of Ukraine. Seeking to deter Putin, Washington threatened that a Russian invasion would trigger “high-impact economic measures that we have refrained from pursuing in the past.” President Joe Biden publicly warned that Russia would “pay a heavy price” via “swift and severe” sanctions should Putin expand his war of aggression. The Europeans also pledged that “any further military aggression against Ukraine will have massive consequences and severe cost in response.” Specifically, the allies threatened sanctions against major Russian banks as well as far-reaching export controls that would target Russia’s dependence on Western technology, components, and equipment in sectors such as defense, aerospace, and high-technology. Biden also vowed to “bring an end” to Moscow’s controversial Nord Stream 2 pipeline, intended to bring Russian gas to Germany.

These warnings marked an important evolution in Western sanctions policy toward Russia. Previously, the United States and its allies had mainly wielded sanctions as a reactive tool aimed at reversing Russian bad behavior, such as its 2014 invasion of Ukraine or its possession of an illegal chemical weapons program. The White House was now employing the threat of sanctions proactively, as a means of deterrence. Washington had already dabbled in this space via a 2018 executive order that authorized tough sanctions in the event of Russian interference


in U.S. elections. But America had never employed those authorities against significant economic targets.

Unfortunately, Putin was undeterred. Western threats failed to prevent his expanded invasion of Ukraine. On February 24, 2022, Russian missiles began striking targets across Ukraine, and Russia's first military convoys followed soon after. The second, more deadly phase of the Russo-Ukrainian war had begun.

To its credit, the Biden administration made good on its threats, even as the U.S. intelligence community assessed that Ukraine would be quickly overrun. In concert with allies, the United States sanctioned hundreds of Russian elites, along with their families and associated entities, and levied sanctions on most of Russia's major banks as well as numerous other Russian companies. Washington and its allies also imposed stringent controls on the export of microelectronics and other sensitive goods, aiming to kneecap Russia's defense industrial base and high-tech sector. Germany froze Nord Stream 2.

Then the Western alliance went further. Washington banned U.S. imports of Russian oil, liquefied natural gas, and coal. Other U.S. allies imposed similar measures or pledged to do so. Importantly, the United States and its G7 allies froze roughly $300 billion of the Russian government's foreign currency reserves, halving its over $600 billion war chest, which Moscow hoped would enable Russia to withstand sanctions. What is more, these actions led over 1,000 Western companies to voluntarily halt or curtail their business operations in Russia for fear of damaging their reputations or running afoul of future sanctions.

### Dialing Up the Economic War Against Russia

As the war dragged on, the Biden administration's public messaging regarding sanctions shifted. Rather than focusing on deterrence, the administration emphasized its efforts to "undermine [Moscow's] ability to wage its illegal war," as Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen put it in September 2022. This transition was significant. The United States is now attempting to wage economic warfare as classically defined, namely the employment of "coercive economic

---


activity against the economy of a hostile entity or state in order to diminish its military potential.” So far, however, Western sanctions have not significantly constrained Russia’s ability to prosecute the war.

“The Kremlin can still afford to pay for its war in Ukraine, thanks chiefly to continued revenue from oil exports.”

To be sure, Western sanctions have taken a toll on the Russian economy. In 2022, Russian imports plummeted by almost a quarter. Supply shortages proliferated. Consumer spending declined. Business, capital, and population flight all surged, and the Russian government was forced to default on its sovereign debt. Some industries, such as automotive manufacturing, which rely on foreign parts, were hit particularly hard. For the Russian auto market, this resulted in a whopping 60 percent decline in car sales for the year on account of international sanctions. Overall, Russia suffered an economic contraction of around 3 percent of its gross domestic product (GDP) in 2022 and appears set for another poor economic performance in 2023. While high energy prices and capital controls allowed Moscow to defy initial projections that its GDP would shrink by as much as 15 percent, Russia’s long-term economic outlook looks inescapably gloomy.

Nevertheless, the Kremlin can still afford to pay for its war in Ukraine, thanks chiefly to continued revenue from oil exports. Russia banked an estimated $218 billion from oil exports in 2022, a 20 percent increase over the previous year, along with $138 billion from natural gas. Although Moscow’s budget surplus vanished as oil prices fell from their highs during the spring and summer, Russia continues to rake in petrodollars. A January 2023 assessment calculated that Russia will still earn an estimated $211 billion from fossil fuel exports this year despite an EU ban on most imports of Russian oil. The International Monetary Fund predicts the Russian economy will return to positive GDP growth this year, at 0.3 percent. At a meeting with top military officials in December, Putin vowed that the Russian Armed Forces would have

---

23. For a review of how Western sanctions have impacted the Russian economy, see: Jeffrey Sonnenfeld and Steven Tian, “Actually, the Russian Economy Is Imploding,” *Foreign Policy*, July 22, 2022. (https://foreignpolicy.com/2022/07/22/russia-economy-sanctions-myths-ruble-business)
“no limitations” on its budget.31 It remains to be seen if this is true.

Likewise, although the Biden administration has claimed export controls have crippled Russia’s defense industrial base,32 these claims appear premature. To be sure, Western export controls have made it more difficult for Russian companies to procure certain key inputs, such as microelectronics. Pre-2022 Western export controls had already caused problems for Russia’s defense industrial base, and the post-invasion restrictions may pose an increasing challenge for Moscow. They may have already undermined production to a degree. But Russia continues to manufacture equipment ranging from tanks to missiles,33 likely thanks to its pre-war component stocks and ongoing success in circumventing Western export controls. In fact, as the second part of the report will cover in greater depth, Russia appears to have imported more semiconductors and electronic integrated circuits in 2022 than it did in 2021.

Washington and its allies are at a critical decision point. They can either maintain their current approach, which has thus far failed to deny Russia the ability to wage war, or they can redouble their efforts to undermine Russia’s economy and war machine. To achieve this, Western policymakers must expand sanctions against two important drivers of Russia’s economy and federal budget: the financial and energy sectors. The West also needs to improve its ability to counter Russian illicit procurement schemes (which this monograph covers in the “Countering Russian Malign Finance” section).

Moscow’s financial planners have provided the West with a map explaining how to squeeze the Kremlin's cashflow. Russia’s 2023 federal budget includes several fundamental assumptions. First, it predicts Russia will run a deficit of 2 percent of GDP with Urals crude selling at just over $70 a barrel.34 Second, it assumes annual inflation will remain below 5.5 percent.35 Third, the budget assumes Russia’s GDP will fall by around 1 percent for the year.36 All three represent vulnerabilities the West should exploit.

The Financial Sector

The Russian financial sector has been a key target of Western sanctions. In addition to freezing $300 billion of the Russian Central Bank’s foreign currency holdings, many of Russia’s state-owned and private firms lost their ability to raise foreign cash and access Western markets. Sanctions on dealings in Russian sovereign debt forced Russia into default.37 Treasury also imposed full or partial sanctions on most of Russia’s top banks, representing over 80 percent of all

Russian Federation Office of the President, “Подписан закон о федеральном бюджете на 2023 год и на плановый период 2024 и 2025 годов [The law on the federal budget for 2023 and for the planning period of 2024 and 2025 was signed],” December 5, 2022. (http://kremlin.ru/acts/news/70001)
Russian banking sector assets. The European Union cut them off from Belgium-based SWIFT, which provides international financial messaging services vital to banks.

Still, the Kremlin has managed to blunt the impact of these blows. In part, this reflects Russia's efforts since 2014 to make its financial sector more resilient and less dependent on the West, including by reducing foreign borrowing, diversifying reserves, and strengthening Russia's domestic banking sector. Russia's financial technocrats also reacted adroitly to the 2022 sanctions through rapid rate hikes and effective capital controls, both of which have since been eased. Most important, Russia's continued energy exports enable it to accumulate additional foreign reserves.

If Washington is going to fully constrain the Kremlin's economy and war machine, more must be done to intensify pressure on the Russian financial sector. For one thing, hundreds of Russian financial institutions remain undesignated and connected to SWIFT. The most notable example is state-owned Gazprombank, Russia's third-largest, which pays the wages of some Russian troops in Ukraine.

While Treasury has imposed debt and equity restrictions on Gazprombank and sanctioned its board members, the bank is not subject to full blocking sanctions. Nor has Treasury even barred U.S. financial institutions from maintaining correspondent or payable-through accounts for the bank. (A correspondent account is an account established by a bank to handle financial transactions for another financial institution. A payable-through account is a correspondent account permitting the foreign financial institution's customers to engage in banking activities.) In order to allow Gazprombank to continue processing energy-related transactions, Western policymakers have refrained from imposing these measures, despite Ukrainian pleas.

This needs to change. Treasury could fully sanction Gazprombank while accommodating these concerns by issuing a license exempting limited energy-related transactions. Treasury has already issued a similar license granting exemptions for six other top Russian banks, including Russia's two largest, Sberbank and

---


VTB Bank, as well as the Central Bank. The number of exemptions seems excessive, but Treasury has twice extended the license, most recently in November. The current license expires in May 2023.\(^\text{45}\) At the same time, Treasury could do more to ensure that its current sanctions achieve their full potential. For example, VTB Bank announced in September that it had become the first Russian bank to offer RMB-denominated money transfers to China without using SWIFT, from which the bank was disconnected the previous March.\(^\text{46}\) Executive Order 14024, the authority Treasury used to impose full blocking sanctions against VTB Bank in February 2022,\(^\text{47}\) authorizes the department to sanction any individual or entity determined “to have materially assisted, sponsored, or provided financial, material, or technological support for, or goods or services to or in support of” VTB Bank.\(^\text{48}\) In other words, Treasury has legal grounds to designate any Chinese entity that transacts with VTB Bank, including its Shanghai subsidiary, which in December 2020 integrated into the China National Advanced Payment System.\(^\text{49}\)

In conjunction with designating more Russian banks and cutting them off from SWIFT, the United States should also target Russia’s alternative to SWIFT, known as SPFS.\(^\text{50}\) Moscow began developing SPFS in 2014, concerned that Russian banks could be cut off from SWIFT. The system launched in 2017. According to Russia’s Central Bank, SPFS had 331 users as of January 2022 and 338 by early March 2022, including a small number of foreign banks, many of them subsidiaries of Russian banks.\(^\text{51}\) The central bank subsequently stopped publishing the user list, but its chairwoman said last April that SPFS had 360 users, including 52 institutions from 12 countries, 13 of which had joined in 2022. She said it was handling almost 30 percent of Russia’s payment messaging volume,\(^\text{52}\) up from one-fifth in 2021.\(^\text{53}\)

---


To undercut Russia’s ability to use SPFS as an alternative to SWIFT, the Biden administration could bar any financial institution connected to SPFS and above a certain capitalization threshold from using correspondent or payable-through accounts in the United States. Treasury could also use its authorities under Section 311 of the USA PATRIOT Act to require U.S. financial institutions to reject transactions that directly or indirectly utilize SPFS. The message should be clear: Foreign financial institutions cannot do business with America while simultaneously undermining U.S. sanctions on Russia.

Finally, Treasury should use its authority under Section 311 of the USA PATRIOT Act to designate Russia as a jurisdiction of primary money laundering concern (PMLC), as the United States did to Iran and North Korea. This measure would require U.S. banks to apply enhanced due diligence measures or obligate them to restrict or halt their financial transactions with Russian persons. It would also discourage non-U.S. banks from doing business with Russia. Thus, a PMLC designation would not only help counter Russian illicit finance but would also increase pressure on Russia’s financial system and economy. Indeed, a PMLC designation is an important building block in any comprehensive sanctions program.

---

**Energy Sector**

**Nuclear**

Civil nuclear energy represents one of the few sectors in which Russia boasts a position as a leading power. State-owned Rosatom supplies, services, and builds reactors in countries across the globe, earning Russia both substantial revenue and influence.

Since its 2022 invasion of Ukraine, Russia’s exports of nuclear fuel and technology have surged, thanks to increased exports to China, Hungary, Turkey, and India. In December, Rosatom’s CEO boasted that despite Western pressure, the company would earn $10 billion in export revenue in 2022, around 15 percent more than the year prior. He said Rosatom’s “portfolio of foreign orders for 10 years ahead is stable at the level of $200 billion.”

In addition to bolstering Russia’s economy and geopolitical leverage, Rosatom also directly aids Moscow’s war effort. A Rosatom subsidiary claims ownership of Ukraine’s Russian-occupied Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant, where Russian personnel have abused Ukrainian workers and endangered nuclear safety and security. Rosatom also may be working to help sanctioned Russian defense manufacturers

---


Ukraine, along with the European Commission and some EU members, has advocated sanctioning Rosatom, including in February during the run-up to the 10th round of EU sanctions against Russia. But the European Union has refrained from targeting Rosatom, declining even to designate individual Rosatom executives. The White House has similarly weighed sanctioning Rosatom but so far has yet to designate the company in its entirety, instead targeting a few of its subsidiaries.  

This cautious approach stems from Western dependence on Rosatom. In 2021, around a fifth of the European Union’s uranium imports came from Russia, worth about $223 million. Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Finland, Hungary, and Slovakia operate a total of 18 nuclear power plants that rely on technologies, services, and fuel provided by Russia’s state-owned Rosatom. In August, Hungary’s nuclear regulator granted a license for construction of two new Russian-built reactors at the country’s Paks Nuclear Power Plant. The United States, meanwhile, purchased roughly 14 percent of its uranium and 28 percent of its enrichment services from Russia in 2021.  

Ending Western reliance on Rosatom will no doubt be difficult, but it is necessary. As FDD’s Andrea Stricker and Anthony Ruggiero have argued, Washington, in coordination with European allies, should lead a multi-year campaign to curtail Western dependence on Rosatom and squeeze Russia’s nuclear export revenue. 

This effort would have two concurrent prongs: First, the United States should work with allies and industry to support alternatives to Russian nuclear exports. In parallel, the United States should sanction Rosatom under Executive Order 14024. This would bar U.S. persons from doing business with the company and would threaten sanctions against foreign persons who continue to do so. At the same time, Treasury will need to build in substantial wind-down periods, which may need to be as long as several years for purchases of Russian nuclear fuel and services. This approach would allow the United States to begin restricting a significant source of Kremlin revenue while sending a

---


64. U.S. Department of State, Office of the Spokesperson, Fact Sheet, “The United States Takes Sweeping Actions on the One Year Anniversary of Russia’s War Against Ukraine,” February 24, 2023. ([link](https://www.state.gov/the-united-states-takes-sweeping-actions-on-the-one-year-anniversary-of-russias-war-against-ukraine))


strong market signal to the Western nuclear industry: invest in non-Russian alternatives.69

Oil

Reducing Russia’s energy export revenue is essential to waging a successful economic war against the Kremlin. Money from these sales is vital for the Russian economy, federal budget, and — less directly — the Kremlin’s war machine. Oil and gas accounted for around two-thirds of the country’s export revenue and 40 percent of Russia’s federal budget last year.70

Since the February 2022 invasion of Ukraine, Russia’s oil export revenue has helped insulate it from sanctions. As mentioned previously, Russia banked an estimated $218 billion from oil exports in 2022, a 20 percent increase over the previous year.71 This influx of cash helped Moscow defend the ruble and replenish its hard currency reserves. As long as Moscow can maintain considerable oil export revenue, it can continue to fund the war.

The price of oil is key. In recent years, the Russian government balanced its budget, including military and social expenditures, based on the expectation of $40-45 for a barrel of crude. However, wars are expensive: In 2022, Moscow spent almost 4.7 trillion rubles (roughly $172.5 billion using the 2021 purchasing power parity exchange rate) on national defense, 1.2 trillion ($44 billion) more than planned. Russia’s Finance Ministry projects Moscow will spend 1.4 trillion rubles ($51.4 billion) more than originally expected in 2023.72

Moscow’s 2023 federal budget assumes Russia will face a deficit of 2 percent of GDP with Urals crude selling for an average of just over $70 per barrel.73 As the price drops below that mark, the Kremlin must tap its remaining foreign reserves or borrow to cover the difference. In December, Russia’s finance minister admitted that reduced oil export earnings may drive Moscow’s budget deficit deeper than the 2 percent projected in Russia’s 2023 budget.74

Fearing public blowback from a sudden price shock, Western leaders have taken a cautious approach to Russia oil sanctions. During the summer of 2022, when gasoline prices reached significant highs, many G7 leaders feared that existing oil supplies would be insufficient to offset a dramatic loss of Russian production without significantly increasing global oil prices.

---

69. Ibid.
Together with the G7, EU, and Australia, Washington’s preferred solution to date has been to “cap” the price of Russia’s maritime — rather than pipeline — oil shipments, which account for 70 percent of Russia’s oil sales. The Biden administration pitched the cap as a way to reduce Russian oil revenues while keeping Russian supplies on the market to avoid a price spike. Starting on December 5, 2022, the coalition partners banned the provision of various services that facilitate seaborne shipments of Russian crude, including insurance and shipping, which are dominated by European companies. A similar policy took effect with respect to petroleum products on February 5, 2023. Third-country buyers are exempted from the bans if the oil was bought at or below an artificial cap set by the G7, although the coalition partners themselves continue to eschew maritime imports of Russian oil.

After the cap was introduced, the reported discount on Urals crude deepened by around $10, although it has since receded somewhat. The Biden administration has trumpeted these larger discounts to insist the price cap has succeeded, giving Russia’s remaining customers leverage with which to negotiate steeper discounts on Russian oil.

In truth, the European Union’s ban on imports of Russian oil is likely what deserves the credit, along with the broader decline in global oil prices since last year. The price-cap mechanism’s chief contribution has been in helping Russian oil stay on the market, avoiding a spike in prices. Indeed, the Biden administration has even urged leading Switzerland-based commodity traders to ditch their reluctance to dealing with Russian oil. Although it advertised the cap as a way both to cut Kremlin revenues and avoid a supply crunch, the administration has, in practice, prioritized the latter goal over the former.

Key flaws undermine the price cap’s ability to deprive Moscow of substantial revenue. Even a well-constructed price cap mechanism would present challenges, particularly in enforcement and preventing Russia from exploiting opportunities for arbitrage. But the United States and its allies are undercutting their plan’s chances of success.

First, the G7 set the price ceiling too high. Some countries, including Ukraine, pushed for a cap of $30-40 per barrel, which would be well below the price Moscow needs to balance its budget but above Russia’s estimated average cost of production (excluding taxes). However, the European Union, with the Biden administration’s blessing, ultimately settled on a $60 ceiling. At the time, a barrel of Urals crude was going for approximately $62, and it fell to an average of $49.56 in February 2023, per Russian government

78. John van Schaik and Gary Peach, “Discounts Widen on Russian Oil,” Energy Intelligence, December 8, 2022. (https://www.energyintel.com/00000184-ee1c-d1db-a3b6-ffe96c560000)
As of late January 2023, Russia had around $45 billion in reserves of Chinese RMB, the only foreign currency remaining in Russia’s reserves that is still available to Moscow following Western sanctions. So long as Urals crude trades at around $50 per barrel, Russia has enough RMB to cover its budget shortfall for three years, according to Bloomberg Economics. A Citigroup estimate projected the RMB reserves will last 2.5 years with Urals crude at that price. Bloomberg predicts that Moscow will burn through its RMB stash this year if Urals sells at an average of $25 per barrel, while Citigroup puts the price at $35. The West should aim to push the price cap on Russian crude down to that range.

The Biden administration and the European Union have promised to regularly review the price-cap mechanism to ensure it reduces Moscow's revenue. But although the coalition initially agreed to hold the first review in March, the administration has resisted lowering the ceiling. The administration should reverse course and press for a substantially lower cap, as Kyiv has advocated. In coordination with Congress, the administration should also revisit its stance on using secondary sanctions to compel Russia's top customers to comply with the price cap.

To ensure Russia’s oil customers respect that lower price, the G7 will need to address the price cap's second key weakness: lack of teeth. China, India, and Turkey, the top purchasers of Russian oil, are not part of the price-cap coalition. Moscow and its customers have found alternatives to Western insurance, reinsurance, shipping, and other services. A large “shadow fleet” of tankers purchased by opaque offshore entities, believed
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The most straightforward solution would be to target Russia with an Iran-style secondary sanctions regime designed to reduce Russian oil exports. Admittedly, this could risk a supply shock under certain market conditions. Washington should address this underlying supply challenge by encouraging U.S. and other non-Russian producers to pump more oil. This will take time to bear fruit. Still, bringing more oil production online will ultimately help reduce dependence on Russia, providing the United States and its allies with more flexibility to reduce Russian oil exports. Unfortunately, the Biden administration has discouraged domestic production and damaged U.S. relations with the Saudis, undermining Washington’s ability to persuade Riyadh to loosen the taps.

Washington could also take a page from its Iran sanctions playbook and develop a mechanism to restrict Russia’s ability to access the hard currency it earns from oil exports. For example, such a regime could require Russia’s oil customers to deposit part or all of their payments into special escrow accounts denominated in the local currency of certain countries. Moscow would be permitted to use these funds only to purchase trade goods. This regime would need to be rigorously enforced given that it would come with ample opportunities for sanctions evasion,
as demonstrated by Iran’s $20 billion gas-for-gold scheme in Turkey.\(^{95}\)

Finally, whereas the oil cap would target Russia’s present-day cashflow, more can be done to restrict Russia’s revenue from future oil and gas exports. Corporate flight has hit Russia’s energy sector particularly hard. ExxonMobil, Shell, BP, and field service providers such as Halliburton, Schlumberger, and Baker Hughes, among others, have all withdrawn from Russia.\(^{96}\) In response, Russian energy firms have scrambled to partner with non-Western companies.\(^{97}\) This is where the White House’s application of its powers under CAATSA could be most useful if deployed now. Section 225 enables the executive branch to sanction foreign firms that invest in Russian deepwater, Arctic offshore, or shale oil projects.\(^{98}\)

U.S. sanctions are a powerful disincentive to foreign companies that might backfill recently departed Western firms. Such investments potentially represent billions of dollars in future investment into the Russian economy that policymakers can deny to the Kremlin, along with the many more billions in revenue that such projects could produce over their lifetime.

**Next Steps to Squeeze Russia’s Economy and Budget**

The following recommendations synthesize the arguments made above to offer actionable ways the United States and its allies can further undermine Russia’s economy and deplete the Kremlin’s coffers.

**Sanction More Russian Banks**

While Treasury has sanctioned most of Russia’s big banks, hundreds of Russian financial institutions remain undesignated. They include Gazprombank, Russia’s third-largest bank. Treasury and America’s Western allies should methodically work their way down the list. Where possible, they should also eliminate sanctions exemptions with respect to Russian banks.

**Enforce Secondary Sanctions**

Treasury should rigorously enforce its secondary sanctions targeting Russian banks and other entities, particularly when it comes to transactions involving China or other U.S. adversaries. If presented with the choice between halting business with Russia and losing access to the U.S. financial system, most major firms will choose the former. But to be effective, secondary sanctions must be enforced. Failure to do so would undermine their credibility and efficacy.

**Target Russia’s Alternative to SWIFT**

Washington could bar U.S. financial institutions from providing correspondent or payable-through accounts to foreign financial institution connected to SPFS and above a certain capitalization threshold. Treasury could also wield its authorities under Section 311 of the USA PATRIOT Act to obligate U.S. financial institutions to reject transactions that directly or indirectly utilize SPFS. Legislation introduced last year would direct Treasury to sanction any Chinese financial institution that uses SPFS or China’s Cross-border Interbank Payment System to clear, verify, or settle a transaction with any Russian or Russian-controlled financial institution. Under the
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bill, Treasury could choose between imposing full blocking sanctions or barring the Chinese financial institution from using U.S. correspondent or payable-through accounts.99

**Designate Russia as a Jurisdiction of Primary Money Laundering Concern**

Treasury should levy a PMLC designation against Russia, using its authority under Section 311 of the USA PATRIOT Act. In addition to helping counter Russian illicit finance, this measure would increase pressure on the country’s financial system and economy by discouraging non-U.S. banks from doing business with Russia.

**Curtail Western Dependence on Rosatom and Squeeze Russia’s Nuclear Export Revenue**

As FDD’s Andrea Stricker and Anthony Ruggiero have argued, the United States should work with allies and industry to identify and support alternatives to Rosatom. At the same time, Washington should designate Rosatom under Executive Order 14024 but provide ample wind-down periods. This approach can begin reducing Russian nuclear export revenue and send a strong market signal to industry to invest in alternatives, while avoiding harm to Western companies and economies.

**Address Weaknesses in the Oil Price Cap**

At present, the price ceiling is too high to squeeze Moscow’s federal budget. The G7 coalition should lower the price ceiling to $30-40 per barrel at most. Working with its G7 allies, Washington should also establish a secondary sanctions regime to give the mechanism teeth. Otherwise, the oil sanctions regime cannot prevent the likes of China and India from using non-Western services to procure Russian oil at a price above the cap.

**Prepare a ‘Plan B’ for Russia Oil Sanctions**

The United States and its allies should not put all their eggs in the price-cap basket. Instead, they should work now to develop a back-up plan in case the price cap proves unable to deny the Kremlin substantial revenue. This could take the form of an Iran-style secondary sanctions regime to reduce Russian oil exports as much as possible. In addition, the United States and its allies should consider developing a sanctions mechanism designed to restrict Moscow’s access to hard currency by requiring Russia to keep its oil export revenue in special escrow accounts. Washington should also encourage domestic production of oil to reduce Russia’s share of global supply and make tougher sanctions against Russian oil more feasible.

**Deter Investment in the Russian Energy Sector**

Washington should wield secondary sanctions to deter investment in Russia’s energy sector. The threat of sanctions under CAATSA Section 225 can help deter non-Western countries from helping Russia compensate for the departure of Western firms.
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Countering Russian Malign Finance

In addition to squeezing Russia’s economy, Washington and its allies also need to counter Moscow’s efforts to sow division in the West and dodge Western sanctions. This issue’s importance has only grown following Russia’s 2022 invasion of Ukraine, as the Kremlin now has an even greater motivation both to undermine the West and to evade sanctions.

As then Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Marshall Billingslea testified in 2018, “Russia has spent decades developing complex and resilient networks to raise, transfer, hide, and obscure the origin and movement of” illicit funds. Billingslea further underscored that compared to “other countries subject to broad U.S. sanctions,” Russia represents a “unique” challenge in terms of “the sophistication and scale of its malign activity,” the size of its “economy and resource base,” and its “integrat[ion] into the global economy and international financial system.”

The West has only recently started to inoculate itself against Russia’s way of financial warfare. Washington and its allies now must attack this problem with renewed urgency. First and foremost, this means building on hard-won momentum in improving transparency in the international financial system, including in the United States, which has taken some important steps in recent years but still needs to close various legal loopholes that facilitate malign finance. The West also must address key avenues for malign finance, including the growing exploitation of decentralized finance and cryptocurrency. The United States and key allies will also need to employ a mix of carrots and sticks to ensure cooperation from countries otherwise unwilling or unable to counter Russian malign finance within their jurisdictions.

Russia’s Way of Financial Warfare

Although it uses overt military force to intervene in Ukraine and elsewhere within Russia’s “near abroad,” Moscow prosecutes its war against the West chiefly through non-kinetic or covert means. Malign finance—defined here as illicit or licit covert financial flows that advance strategic objectives—plays a key part in this shadow war.

In recent years, policymakers have increasingly paid attention to rooting out Russians’ ill-gotten wealth stashed in the West. But the challenge is much broader. Russia has long employed opaque financial schemes to facilitate corruption in addition to so-called “active measures” to subvert or otherwise influence foreign countries. Moscow uses similar methods to support various rogue regimes and circumvent Western sanctions and export controls. Russian malign financial activity appears to have increased since 2014 as the U.S.-Russia confrontation has intensified and the West has imposed more sanctions.

Moscow’s efforts in this space borrow heavily from its experience during the Soviet era, when the KGB established covert financial networks to fund operations abroad and pilfer Western technology. Russia has adapted these methods to fit modern financial and geopolitical realities. It also employs a new, more diverse cast of characters, comprising both state and non-state agents and proxies. These include Russia’s special services, state-controlled banks and companies, wealthy businessmen, professional money launderers, and organized crime syndicates. Ostensibly private actors engaging in malign financial activity sometimes do so under state instruction, but they often act on an entrepreneurial basis in the service of the Kremlin.
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Facilitating Malign Influence

In 2016, 51 members of the European Parliament sounded the alarm about the proliferation of Russian malign finance inside the EU. As an example, they noted that “over $200 million of illicit proceeds” from the infamous tax fraud uncovered by Russian lawyer Sergei Magnitsky had been “laundered through Europe,” some of it “used to influence European politics, media, and civil society.” The parliamentarians understood that money not only represents the sinews of war but can also be a weapon of influence.

Active Measures

The KGB used the term “active measures” to denote covert or deniable efforts to subvert or otherwise influence a target country. Often conducted via proxies or front organizations, these operations ranged from spreading disinformation to blackmailing or corrupting foreign elites to conducting assassinations and sponsoring coups. Active measures became “the heart and soul of Soviet intelligence,” as a senior KGB defector put it. Russia today runs these operations at a pace rivaling that of the Cold War, often facilitated by malign finance.

Supporting Friendly or Subversive Actors

A 2022 U.S. intelligence review found that Russia had covertly transferred at least $300 million to politicians, officials, and political parties in over two dozen countries since 2014. Moscow is planning to transfer hundreds of millions of dollars more, the report warned, noting that some funds had likely gone undetected. As the report explained, Russian entities pay in both fiat and digital currency as well as cash and lavish gifts, funneled money through anything from shell companies and state-owned enterprises to think tanks and organized crime groups.

Much of this activity focuses on Russia’s neighbors. For example, Russia’s Federal Security Service, or FSB, allegedly funneled tens of millions of dollars from Russian companies to Moldovan politicians in recent years in a campaign to pull the country back into Russia’s orbit. Companies owned by Russian businessman Igor Chaika, the son of a senior Russian official, served as fronts through which Moscow funneled money to pro-Russia political parties ahead of Moldova’s 2021 elections, according to Treasury. The FSB allegedly also brokered a 2020 deal in which an influential Russian-allied Moldovan politician transferred his controlling stake in a company running Chisinau’s airport to a Russian billionaire who heads a Gazprom subsidiary.

Western European countries are also vulnerable. For example, leaked WhatsApp messages appear to suggest that Russia in 2015 bankrolled a little-known Eurosceptic named Thierry Baudet. Through a think tank he established, Baudet helped collect the 300,000 signatures needed to force a non-binding Dutch referendum on the EU-Ukraine Association Agreement. The referendum rejected the association agreement, to Moscow’s delight. Baudet subsequently converted his think tank into a pro-Russia political

party that won a plurality of seats in the 2019 Dutch parliamentary election.\textsuperscript{105}

The United States is not immune, either. In 2017, for example, members of Congress highlighted an apparent Russian scheme to funnel tens of millions of dollars through a Bermuda-registered shell company to fund U.S. environmental groups opposed to hydraulic fracking.\textsuperscript{106} This alleged scheme mirrored Russia’s backing of anti-fracking non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in Europe to “maintain European dependence on imported Russian gas,” in the words of NATO’s secretary-general.\textsuperscript{107}

“\textbf{Kremlin-linked superrich businessmen are key assets in Moscow’s malign financial toolkit.}”

Kremlin-linked super rich businessmen are key assets in Moscow’s malign financial toolkit. As the \textit{New Yorker}’s Joshua Yaffa has reported, many oligarchs finance the Kremlin’s “black ledger,” or “money that does not go through the budget but is needed by the state, to finance elections and support local political figures, for example.” They receive taxpayer money through state procurement orders and return off-the-books cash the Kremlin can spend as it sees fit.\textsuperscript{108} These businessmen, acting at Moscow’s direction or on an entrepreneurial basis, use their wealth and international networks to acquire strategic assets and facilitate influence operations in foreign countries.

In 2018, Russia-linked businessmen, along with Russian intelligence, sought to use malign finance to derail North Macedonia’s accession to NATO. Ahead of a referendum that paved the way for NATO accession, Russia launched a campaign to inflame Greek and Macedonian nationalist opposition. Russian intelligence officers allegedly sought to supply funds to protesters in northern Greece, bribe Greek officials, and cultivate influence with local authorities and bishops through Moscow-linked organizations. A Kremlin-linked Greece-based billionaire allegedly paid at least $350,000 — some of it in cash, some via financial institutions — to Macedonian politicians, members of newly founded nationalist organizations, and soccer hooligans who staged violent protests in front of parliament.\textsuperscript{109}

Other important players are U.S.-sanctioned Russian billionaire Oleg Deripaska and Western-sanctioned businessman Konstantin Malofeev. U.S. authorities have accused both men of serving as Kremlin influence agents in a host of countries.\textsuperscript{110} Ahead of Montenegro’s 2016 parliamentary elections, Deripaska allegedly bankrolled a scheme that funneled money to the


\textsuperscript{107} Keith Johnson, “Russia’s Quiet War Against European Fracking,” \textit{Foreign Policy}, June 20, 2014. (https://foreignpolicy.com/2014/06/20/russias-quiet-war-against-european-fracking/)


country’s pro-Russia opposition, the Democratic Front, aiming to derail Montenegro’s NATO accession. In addition, the Russian military intelligence directorate, commonly known as the GRU, orchestrated a separate plot, allegedly masterminded by Malofeev, to install a Democratic Front government. These efforts failed, and Montenegro joined NATO in 2017.

Kremlin-connected banks and companies are also important conduits for Russian malign finance. For example, Sberbank’s Sarajevo branch was suspected of facilitating a money laundering scheme in which a Russian pharmaceutical firm acquired a majority share of Bosnia’s biggest pharmaceutical company. In 2014, Kremlin-connected banks gave France’s far-right party National Front and its fundraising arm over €11 million in loans, at least partly to “thank” National Front for its efforts to legitimize Russia’s annexation of Crimea. Two years later, a Dutch company owned by Lukoil, Russia’s largest private oil company, paid off a $1.4 million debt owed by a top advisor to pro-Russia Czech President Miloš Zeman. Journalists later revealed that Zeman’s party got over half its donations from employees of firms controlled by a Swiss lawyer who helped manage a $2 billion offshore slush fund linked to Putin.

Malign Finance and the ‘Information Weapon’

Malign finance can facilitate what the editor-in-chief of Russian propaganda outlet RT has called Russia’s “information weapon.” These operations often involve front organizations or proxies. For instance, Moscow reportedly funneled at least €1.5 million to over 40 pro-Russian NGOs in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania from 2012 to 2015. Latvian authorities said the NGOs, roughly two-thirds of which had connections to pro-Kremlin political parties, were “used as the agents of informational influence,” tasked with promulgating “messages that favor Russian interests.” In 2017, investigative journalists revealed that Moscow secretly controlled and funded Baltnews, a Russian-language outlet focused on the Baltic states.

Sometimes, the Russians simply funnel money to friendly local journalists. For instance, Macedonian counterintelligence warned that Russian operatives had offered money to Macedonian media outlets to spread “information and disinformation” supporting
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Russian interests.\textsuperscript{117} Bulgarian authorities levied similar accusations in July 2022.\textsuperscript{118}

Other operations employ more sophisticated methods. During Sweden’s 2018 elections, for instance, Russia likely amplified and covertly funded far-right websites that quickly grew to become some of the most widely shared in Sweden. At least six websites drew ad revenue from seemingly unrelated buyers who ultimately traced back to companies controlled by an online auto-parts store owned by Russian and Ukrainian businessmen. The far-right Sweden Democrats achieved more social media reach than any other party that year, helping propel them to a record 18 percent of the vote.\textsuperscript{119}

The Russians often use virtual currency to facilitate information operations. Russia’s Internet Research Agency troll farm funds its activities at least in part through cryptocurrency.\textsuperscript{120} The troll farm used illicit cryptocurrency transactions to further its interference campaign before, during, and after the 2016 U.S. presidential election.\textsuperscript{121} In 2021, Treasury revealed that SouthFront, an FSB-directed English-language disinformation website that sought to influence the 2020 U.S. election, also uses cryptocurrency.\textsuperscript{122}

Similarly, GRU operatives have used laundered bitcoin to obscure their identities and sources of funding when purchasing servers, domains, and accounts used in cyber operations, including the 2016 hack targeting the Democratic National Committee. Some of the bitcoin passed through Russia-based cryptocurrency exchange BTC-e,\textsuperscript{123} through which criminals laundered as much as $9 billion before the FBI shut it down in 2017.\textsuperscript{124} The FSB allegedly later coerced a BTC-e cofounder into transferring $450 million in cryptocurrency from a successor exchange called Wex to “an FSB fund.”\textsuperscript{125} A prominent former Russia-backed fighter in Ukraine then purchased Wex, likely as a front for a Russian businessman under Western sanctions for helping destabilize Ukraine. The former fighter said Wex would serve as
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“a platform for funding” Russian proxies in Ukraine, Moldova, and Georgia.126

**Exploiting Strategic Corruption**

As noted in a 2018 congressional report, “[c]orruption provides the motivation and the means for many of the Kremlin’s malign influence operations.”127 Even if initially intended merely for personal gain, it can expand Russian influence and provide avenues to advance regime interests.

It is often said that Russia “exports corruption,” but it may be more accurate to say Moscow exploits corruption in places where it already exists. The infamous “Russian Laundromat” in Moldova, a notoriously poor and corrupt state, is a case in point. Operational from 2010 to 2014, the scheme used anonymously owned shell companies based in the United Kingdom, Cyprus, and New Zealand to launder at least $20.8 billion in mostly Russian black cash, with the help of corrupt Moldovan judges. Multiple prominent Moldovan business and political figures, allegedly including Moldova’s then prime minister, helped implement or blessed the scheme.128 From Russia, the funds traveled through banks in Moldova to a Latvian bank and then throughout the West, ultimately touching 96 countries and some of the world’s largest banks and companies.129

While most of the money went toward private or commercial purposes, the scheme also generated chernaya kassa, or off-budget, nearly untraceable funds used in covert operations. Moldovan officials reportedly confirmed that the FSB, which often oversees major Russian money laundering schemes through its Economic Security Service’s powerful Department K, ran the laundromat along with a Moldovan oligarch. Moscow allegedly used some of the laundered funds to “further Russian state interests,”130 including funneling money to anti-EU parties.131 A senior Russian official involved in the scheme reportedly admitted that funds were siphoned from state-owned Russian Railways to generate chernaya kassa. According to journalist Catherine Belton, that official was “active in the West, creating a network of think tanks and alliances that reached high into the security services in Germany, the British Parliament and the top circles of French politics.”132 At least €21,000 went to a pro-Russia Polish think tank co-founded by a former Polish lawmaker subsequently arrested for spying for Russia.133
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Malign finance can serve Moscow’s geopolitical objectives indirectly by helping Russian actors exert influence, acquire strategic assets, and capture foreign elites through corrupt dealings. In 2021, for example, Bulgarian oligarch Vasil Bozhkov conspired to bribe a former Bulgarian official and a Bulgarian politician to help Moscow influence Bulgarian officials, according to the Treasury.\textsuperscript{134} In 2014, a Luxembourg-registered company, chaired by a pro-Kremlin Belgian investment banker who had formed a financial partnership with Western-sanctioned businessman Konstantin Malofeev, acquired several key Bulgarian assets, including defense suppliers and the country’s largest telecommunications firm.\textsuperscript{135}

Malofeev has put his Balkan connections to use for Moscow. For instance, ahead of the 2014 presidential elections in Republika Srpska, Malofeev’s charity fund sponsored a scheme to ensure that pro-Russian President Milorad Dodik retained power.\textsuperscript{136} In 2019, Sofia accused Bulgarian lawmaker Nikolai Malinov, head of a pro-Russia lobby group, of working with Malofeev and his associate Leonid Reshetnikov, a retired senior Russia intelligence officer, to pull Bulgaria back into Moscow’s orbit. Malinov allegedly laundered funds for Russian organizations in Bulgaria and accepted payments for transferring state secrets to Russian organizations led by Malofeev and Reshetnikov.\textsuperscript{137} Malinov allegedly then bribed a Bulgarian judge to allow him to travel to Moscow, where he received an award from Putin.\textsuperscript{138}

Malign finance can also facilitate corruption that supports Russian arms sales. In 2016, for example, Western-sanctioned Russian state defense exporter Rosoboronexport reportedly colluded with a Nigerian arms dealer to sell Nigeria two helicopters at an inflated price. Rosoboronexport requested that the payment be made into an account held at the German branch of Russia’s VTB Bank, aiming to “make the money flows from [Rosoboronexport’s] arms deals as opaque as possible,” per an expert on corruption in the global arms trade.\textsuperscript{139}

\textbf{The Energy Weapon}

Russia’s long history of coercive manipulation of energy exports and prices has rightly received much attention in the West. Less well-understood, however, is Moscow’s more subtle practice of using energy companies and exports as tools for strategic corruption and political influence.

Historically, Russia has sometimes structured gas export deals to create opportunities for corruption and political influence through intermediary companies.\textsuperscript{140} The best-known example is RosUkrEnergo (RUE), a Swiss-registered intermediary for Russian gas exports to Ukraine, established months before Ukraine’s
2004 Orange Revolution. Gazprom owned half of RUE, with the rest owned by a Kremlin-connected Ukrainian oligarch and other Ukrainian businessmen, who controlled their stake through an Austrian bank. Moscow reportedly used RUE to funnel cash to advance the Kremlin’s interests in Ukraine, allegedly offering Ukraine’s then president $2 billion per year to sign a gas transit agreement favorable to Russia.  

More recently, Lithuanian authorities alleged in 2020 that Gazprom sought to strengthen its position in Baltic energy markets via “loyal intermediaries – businessmen with connections to Gazprom and involved in gas trading schemes via companies registered in Lithuania and abroad.” Gazprom allegedly offered the intermediaries favorable pricing, granting them “a competitive advantage.” In return, they “coordinat[ed] their activities with Russian representatives” and supplied intelligence “on developments in the Baltic States’ gas market.”

Moscow has also used oil companies for malign finance. In October 2018, a longtime aide to the leader of Italy’s League party, Deputy Prime Minister Matteo Salvini, met secretly in Moscow with representatives of senior Russian officials. They reportedly discussed funding the party’s 2019 European Parliament election campaign, which the aide described as a chance to usher in a “new Europe” that is “close to Russia.” The participants discussed having a Russian energy company sell discounted fuel to the Italian energy company Eni energy company via intermediaries, which would siphon an estimated $65 million and send it to the League. The conversation stressed that one of the intermediaries must be a well-known company to avoid “problems” with anti-money laundering rules.  

Nuclear contracts can also serve as vehicles for corruption. Earlier this year, Treasury accused former Bulgarian energy minister Rumen Ovcharov, currently serving on the Bulgarian Socialist Party’s National Council, of “receiving bribes and other kickbacks in exchange for fixed-price contracts for Russian gas and nuclear fuel and support contracts.” According to Treasury, “nuclear fuel contracts negotiated by Ovcharov proxies overcharged” Bulgaria’s nuclear power plant by up to €50 million, “resulting in tens of millions in ill-gotten profits for participants.”

Organized Crime

The lawless years that followed the Soviet Union’s dissolution unleashed an explosion of organized crime in Russia and other post-Soviet countries. A new breed of gangster-businessmen exploited this opportunity to attain extraordinary wealth and power. Russia-based organized crime (RBOC) groups expanded rapidly into Europe, particularly in key trafficking nodes, money laundering hubs, and areas with significant Russian or other Eurasian expatriate communities. Eventually, they mostly settled into the role of service providers (money laundering, arms and narcotics trafficking, etc.) for criminal clients across the globe. After Putin came to power, the state reasserted control and influence over organized crime. In turn, his regime has increasingly used RBOC groups to advance its interests at home and abroad.
Many of the qualities that make RBOC groups effective criminal service providers in the underworld are also useful to the Putin regime. Russia's security services are alleged to have used RBOC actors to move arms, conduct assassinations, perform basic intelligence activities, and extend influence and support proxies in countries such as Ukraine. Ukranian intelligence reportedly assesses that Russia’s FSB now seeks “control over criminal groups” in territories occupied since February 2022.

RBOC groups have become adept at using complex “laundries” to clean and hide dirty money, using both fiat and virtual currency. This money is typically “prewashed” in Russia or other post-Soviet countries, then funneled through a labyrinth of front and shell companies (often in countries where the RBOC group has an established presence), then on to Western countries. In addition to underregulated offshore tax havens, RBOC laundering operations also rely on “large law firms and financial experts, alongside financial and bank institutions,” according to a Spanish prosecutor leading the fight against RBOC. Russian criminals also launder funds through luxury goods, hawala networks, real estate, and industrial entities.

RBOC figures sometimes serve as business partners for high-ranking Russian officials. One alleged example is criminal banker Yevgeny Dvoskin, who is reportedly close to the head of the FSB's Department K. Another is Spain-based RBOC figure Alexander Romanov. Spanish authorities have accused him of conducting “activities and investments” on behalf of Alexander
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Torshin, who served as Russia’s deputy central bank governor from 2015 to 2018.  

Moscow has used RBOC money laundering to obscure its connection to funds used for active measures, as noted in a 2022 U.S. intelligence report. Likewise, European counterintelligence reportedly suspect that Russia’s GRU has used criminals to buy up property near military installations. In addition to laundering money, Russian intelligence can also “tax” RBOC groups to generate virtually untraceable black cash. For example, the FSB is believed to have used smugglers to collect intelligence on Estonian border patrols and military bases while also taking a cut of the smuggling proceeds.

RBOC groups can also serve Russia’s strategic interests by ingraining themselves into the socio-economic fabric of foreign countries and corrupting their elites. In Spain, for example, authorities have accused RBOC actors of infiltrating local business and state institutions. In addition to benefiting Moscow by weakening rule-of-law institutions in afflicted countries, the presence of RBOC groups can open other avenues for further Russian influence. For instance, RBOC figures with ties to Russian intelligence may have served as representatives for Lukoil as it pursued business with a Spanish firm in the 2000s; the RBOC group allegedly planned to use the deal to launder money.

Evading Western Sanctions and Export Controls

**Facilitating Illicit Procurement for the Russian Defense and Intelligence Sectors**

Following Russia’s 2022 invasion of Ukraine, the United States and its Western allies expanded their export controls restricting shipments of sensitive dual-use products to Russia (and Belarus). Most notably, the U.S. Commerce Department barred foreign companies from exporting to Russia certain sensitive items produced using U.S.-origin software, technology, or equipment. The Russian defense industrial base remains reliant on Western technology and components,
particular microelectronics. If strictly enforced, export controls can undermine Russia's ability to mass-produce things such as precision-guided munitions.

The bad news, however, is that Russia possesses considerable experience and expertise, dating back to the Soviet era, in covertly procuring controlled Western products. Indeed, many Western components found in Russian equipment used in Ukraine were controlled when Russia procured them. U.S. officials say Russian illicit procurement efforts are on the rise.

In June, Putin publicly instructed Russia's Foreign Intelligence Service to prioritize support for Russia's "industrial and technological development" and "defence potential," calling this task "especially" vital amid Western "sanctions pressure."

These efforts appear to be bearing fruit. Russian customs data indicate that despite an initial drop following the imposition of Western export controls, Russian imports of semiconductors and electronic integrated circuits have rebounded to exceed 2021 levels. One study found that Russia imported at least $2.6 billion worth of such components from April through October 2022, with around 30 percent of them "made by Western firms whose chips have been found in Russian weapons systems."

Malign finance plays a key role in many Russian illicit procurement schemes, helping the perpetrators obscure their true customers and sources of funds. In 2012, for example, the Department of Justice (DOJ) revealed a decade-long scheme to smuggle over $50 million in export-controlled microelectronics to the FSB and Russian manufacturers of electronic warfare and air and missile defense systems. The conspirators laundered their proceeds using bank accounts and shell companies in over a dozen countries. Around the same time, the FBI reportedly launched a probe into roughly half a dozen U.S.-based companies suspected of being GRU fronts working to steal sensitive items. U.S. authorities have revealed a spate of similar illicit procurement schemes in the years since, including in October 2022.


Russian procurement agents frequently seek to circumvent Western export controls by operating behind cut-outs or buying from intermediaries in third countries not subject to such restrictions. In 2020, the Justice Department alleged a Bulgarian front company had helped Russia procure radiation-hardened chips, a vital component in satellites. More recent schemes have involved front companies or intermediaries in Germany, Qatar, the Baltics, China, and Uzbekistan, to name a few. The Commerce Department and Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) have identified numerous other countries, ranging from India and Israel to Turkey and Taiwan, as “common transshipment points.”

Recently, Treasury, Commerce, and Justice have taken steps to penalize facilitators of Russian illicit procurement. The Biden administration has also sought to promote international awareness and cooperation through greater information sharing between allies. Still, more must be done to improve U.S. and allied capacity to combat Russian (and other) illicit procurement. Washington and its allies also need to target more aggressively entities in China and elsewhere that facilitate Russian illicit procurement.

**Evading Western Sanctions**

Russian oligarchs have long sought to dodge Western sanctions by hiding their assets behind shell companies and associates. The U.S. government, in concert with allies, has established the so-called Task Force KleptoCapture and the Russian Elites, Proxies, and Oligarchs (REPO) Task Force to hunt down these hidden assets. Now, as a Treasury Department official warned last year, some sanctioned Russian firms are adopting techniques similar to those used by Russian oligarchs. Thwarting these complex schemes will require increased vigilance and resources.


In May 2022, for instance, state-owned Sberbank sold companies from its non-financial portfolio, in which the bank has invested heavily, to an obscure, newly established firm in an apparent attempt to shield them from U.S. and UK sanctions. The buyer was JSC New Opportunities, a Moscow-based firm established in late March with just 10,000 rubles ($136) in authorized capital — Russia’s legal minimum for a non-public joint stock company. Interfax reported that New Opportunities is owned by Tatiana Portnykh, an unknown figure who also owns four similar companies created between April and May 2022, all with 10,000 rubles in authorized capital. But New Opportunities’ file in Russia’s company registry says information on the company’s ownership is restricted pursuant to a law designed to combat sanctions.182

A source familiar with Sberbank’s plans for its non-financial portfolio said Sberbank had sold the companies because Western sanctions threaten their business, as they all work with foreign suppliers. The acting CEO of one of the sold companies insisted New Opportunities has no affiliation with Sberbank and therefore is not subject to Western sanctions. However, a Sberbank representative said the bank “will maintain partnerships with” the firms. The risk here: Sberbank may have nominally sold the companies to spare them from sanctions, while planning to regain de jure control over them at a later date.183

Supporting Rogue Regimes
Moscow wields malign finance to support allied rogue regimes, often while simultaneously advancing Russian business interests and political influence in the countries they rule. As with other areas of Russian sanctions evasion, a wide variety of actors support these efforts. These include state enterprises and professional money launderers, who have played key roles in Russian sanctions-evasion schemes in Venezuela and Syria.

Venezuela
Moscow works hard to undermine U.S. sanctions on the regime of dictator Nicolas Maduro, most notably in the oil sector — aiming to support an important regional partner while protecting Russian business interests in Venezuela.

By 2019, U.S. sanctions had crippled Venezuela’s oil exports, the Maduro regime's chief financial lifeline. State-controlled Russian oil firm Rosneft, mainly through its Swiss-incorporated trading arm Rosneft Trading S.A. (RTSA), stepped in to serve as the chief broker of Venezuelan oil exports. Rosneft took them as repayment for billions of dollars in loans it had issued to Venezuela in recent years. The company also swapped the crude for fuel desperately needed by Venezuela. By August 2019, Rosneft was moving most of Venezuela’s oil exports, helping them rebound from a nadir of 637,000 barrels per day (bpd) in September 2019 to roughly 1 million bpd by the following December, according to TankerTrackers.184

In February 2020, Treasury designated RTSA, threatening sanctions on foreign persons doing business with it.185 Shortly thereafter, another Swiss-incorporated Rosneft subsidiary, TNK Trading International S.A. (TTI), took over RTSA’s
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Venezuelan cargoes, leading to TTI’s designation by Treasury in March 2020.186

Russia soon shifted its tactics. In late March 2020, Moscow transferred Rosneft’s Venezuelan assets as well as its oil services and trading operations to a newly created state-owned firm, Roszarubezhneft, aiming to protect Rosneft from sanctions and to secure sanctions relief for RTSA and TTI.187 Yet most of Rosneft’s Venezuela-based employees reportedly remained in country, and the former Rosneft chief in Venezuela reportedly became the legal representative of a Cyprus-based Roszarubezhneft subsidiary.188

Reuters later revealed that almost two dozen phantom companies, mostly based in Russia, were chartering vessels to covertly ship Venezuelan oil to Asia. After Treasury tightened sanctions against Venezuelan oil exports in August 2020, those firms became virtually the only customers left on Venezuelan state oil company PdVSA’s export schedule by the following October. The websites for 15 of the companies were registered the previous June by Moscow-based OGX Trading, founded in March 2020 by a Russian man with business connections to a Venezuelan woman previously involved in a money-laundering network supporting the Maduro regime. Russian corporate records said the man owned just 1 percent of OGX, with the rest owned by a Dubai-based shell company.189 None of these individuals or entities have been sanctioned.

right-hand man in Russia. The Khuri network helped manage the Makhlof family's business and financial interests, including by stashing at least $40 million in Moscow real estate for Makhlof family members, most of whom are under Western sanctions. Khuri network companies have helped the Assad regime move money between Syria, Lebanon, and Russia and facilitated regime procurement, including from Russian entities. The network played a key role in preserving Russian-Syrian banking ties following the imposition of Western sanctions against Syria.

While Treasury designated Mudalal Khuri in 2015 and has also sanctioned other parts of his network, many members of his network remain undesignated. The European Union and United Kingdom have not sanctioned any part of the Khuri network.

Notable Problematic Jurisdictions

Some jurisdictions long favored by Russian oligarchs and companies, such as Cyprus, have made considerable efforts to crack down on illicit finance, Russian or otherwise. But other jurisdictions appear to be going in the wrong direction. Several stand out for their role in helping Russian companies and oligarchs evade Western sanctions and export controls following Moscow's 2022 invasion.

One is Turkey, the only NATO member that refused to join the sanctions campaign against Russia. Long a top destination for Russian tourists and gas, Turkey's importance for Russia has only increased following the invasion. First, Ankara has opened its doors to Russian oligarchs looking to hide their yachts and wealth from Western authorities. Whereas Western firms have fled Russia en masse, many top Turkish companies have maintained or even expanded their presence in Russia or seek to do so.

Meanwhile, hundreds of Russian companies have relocated to Turkey or established subsidiaries there to avoid Western restrictions. Russian importers are going through Turkey to buy goods they can no longer get directly from Europe, including microelectronics. Trade data indicate Turkey in 2022 exported tens of
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million of dollars’ worth of military-relevant items, including American-made goods, to Russian firms — some of them under sanctions for supporting Moscow’s war in Ukraine.

The United Arab Emirates presents similar concerns. The Gulf nation has long been a permissive jurisdiction for illicit finance. Even before Moscow launched its full-scale invasion of Ukraine, the UAE was a burgeoning destination for wealthy Russians and had established a “strategic partnership” with Moscow. These trends appear to have accelerated since February 2022, with Russian elites and their money flocking to Dubai, in particular. Dozens of Russian traders have also emigrated to Dubai, some setting up shop under new names.

India, long a key economic and military-technical partner for Russia, is another country of concern. Total bilateral trade soared to almost $31 billion in April-November 2022 alone, a nearly 300 percent increase from the previous year. Soaring imports of Russian oil made India the top buyer of Russian crude, helping Moscow compensate for reduced Western demand. Following the imposition of the G7’s price cap on Russian oil shipments, the two countries have reportedly settled most oil deals in non-dollar currencies.

Not only is India a major importer of Russian oil, but the Russians are also looking to Delhi to replace Western products needed to keep key industries running. In November, Reuters revealed that Moscow sent Delhi a list of over 500 products, including parts for aircraft, cars, and trains. The Indian government is keen to oblige to reduce India’s trade deficit with Russia, which has ballooned thanks to increased imports of Russian oil. At least some Indian companies, however, are wary of penalties from the West — fears which Washington and its allies must reinforce.

Finally, Iran and China also pose sanctions enforcement challenges. Since Moscow invaded Ukraine last year, Russia and the Islamic Republic have doubled down on their partnership. In addition to their burgeoning military-technical cooperation, the two rogue regimes are deepening their collaboration on evasion of Western sanctions. Tehran has offered to share with Moscow its decades-long experience in thwarting Western restrictions, while Russia continues to facilitate
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sanctions-busting schemes generating money for the Islamic regime.209

Although Beijing is careful not to be seen as violating Western sanctions, China is Moscow’s key lifeline for imports of dual-use goods needed by Russian defense companies. Customs data indicate Russian imports of microchips and electronic integrated circuits from China (including Hong Kong) jumped from under $400 million in 2021 to over $900 million in January-September 2022, accounting for over a third of Russian imports of these products.210

Russian firms often circumvent Western export controls by procuring sensitive goods such as microelectronics through China-based traders and shell companies. For example, a December 2022 investigation found that an apparent Hong Kong shell company “shipped at least $210 million in electronics to Russia since April 1, including at least $50 million” from U.S. firms.211

But the problem is not just with obscure China-based firms: Customs records show that state-owned Chinese companies also continue to supply sanctioned Russian defense firms with military and dual-use products, such as navigation equipment and fighter jet parts.212

Next Steps to Counter Russian Malign Finance

For decades, many Western countries turned a blind eye to the risks associated with welcoming dubious funds from Russia. London earned the moniker “Londongrad” for its reputation for swimming in Russian cash. Likewise, strong property rights and relatively lax financial transparency laws made the United States a favorite destination for dirty money, including from Russia.213 Instead of making Russia more like the West through closer financial ties, these connections “offered ideal mechanisms” for laundering Russian money and “extending patronage and building influence,” as a 2020 report by the UK Parliament’s Intelligence and Security Committee noted.214

Moscow’s 2014 aggression in Ukraine finally motivated Western policymakers to begin cracking down on dirty Russian money. More broadly, Western leaders have increasingly recognized the national security risks posed by opaque financial flows from abroad. This led Western nations, including the United States, to take important initial steps. Moscow’s 2022 full-scale invasion of Ukraine has only expanded Western appetite to target illicit and even licit Russian funds. Washington and its allies should capitalize by pressing for continued progress on financial transparency and


by providing relevant government bodies with the tools they need to fight Russian malign finance. The following 13 recommendations identify key areas of focus.

**Improve the Beneficial Ownership Registry**

The Corporate Transparency Act, passed in 2021, required shell companies to disclose their beneficial owners to Treasury — the biggest victory for financial transparency since the post-9/11 USA PATRIOT Act. Treasury is now working to finalize related regulations and stand up the registry. However, a draft rule proposed by FinCEN could undermine the law’s efficacy by unnecessarily complicating access to the database. And FinCEN’s draft form, which reporting companies will use to submit information on their beneficial owners, would seemingly allow respondents to simply claim they cannot determine all their beneficial owners.

FinCEN should redress these shortcomings. Washington should then go further by making the registry open to the public. The European Union’s experience has demonstrated how an open-access registry can empower civil society to uncover malign finance in a timely manner.
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As a first step, Treasury should revoke the Bank Secrecy Act exemptions afforded to investment funds. The FBI has warned that “threat actors,” including from Russia, exploit this loophole “to launder money … in support of fraud, transnational organized crime, and sanctions evasion.” The bureau warned that unless Washington requires “private investment funds to identify and disclose to financial institutions the underlying beneficial owners of investments,” this activity will likely increase over time. In 2015, FinCEN proposed obligating investment advisors to establish AML safeguards, to no avail. FinCEN should reissue an updated version of its draft rule, as members of Congress called for last year.

In addition, Washington should apply AML obligations to trust and company service providers (TCSPs). These entities file company-formation paperwork on behalf of company owners, but some TCSPs allow owners to obfuscate their identities by writing in the TCSP’s name and address instead. Unlike most other countries, the United States does not require TCSPs to implement AML safeguards. Washington should fulfill the FATF recommendation to impose AML obligations on company formation agents, trustee and nominee service providers, and providers of registered offices and business addresses.

Accountants and legal professionals should also be subject to AML obligations. Integral to countless sophisticated illicit financial enterprises the world over, accountants and lawyers ironically face no AML obligations in the United States — contrary to FATF recommendations. Congress should amend the Bank Secrecy Act to add accountants and accounting firms to the statutory list of financial institutions subject to AML obligations. Lawyers should also be obligated to report suspicious activity rather than claiming attorney-client privilege. As suggested by Josh Rudolph, an expert on countering malign finance, Congress could close this loophole through legislation that allows legal professionals to choose between assuming AML obligations and forgoing handling their clients’ money altogether.

A bill introduced during the last Congress, the ENABLERS Act, would have gone a long way toward redressing these vulnerabilities. It passed the House but was blocked in the Senate. Congress should re-examine this issue during its current session.

### Address Risks in the Real Estate Sector

In January, FinCEN warned that “sanctioned Russian elites and their proxies are likely attempting to exploit several vulnerabilities in the commercial real estate (CRE) market in order to evade sanctions.” The agency noted that this “market presents unique challenges for financial institutions in detecting sanctions evasion,” in part because “CRE transactions routinely involve highly complex financing methods and opaque ownership structures that can make it
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relatively easy for bad actors to hide illicit funds in CRE investments.”

To counter illicit finance in the real estate market, FinCEN established so-called Geographic Targeting Orders (GTOs), which require U.S. title insurance companies to identify the beneficial owners behind all-cash purchases of real estate in certain geographic areas. But they do not cover CRE. Moreover, the existing GTO regime itself contains a number of weaknesses that must be addressed. Treasury should close these gaps in its long-awaited draft rule on combating money laundering in the real estate sector, set to be issued this April.

**Strengthen Protections Against Dark Money Targeting U.S. Politics**

Washington should redress vulnerabilities in campaign and NGO finance. As the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence noted in 2020, Moscow has long “has sought to understand, and potentially exploit, vulnerabilities in the U.S. campaign finance system.” The committee called on “DOJ, the Intelligence Community, regulators and legislators” to “work together to identify and address any loopholes that could be abused.”

In particular, Congress should prohibit cryptocurrency donations, require disclosure of online political ad buys, prohibit foreign purchases of political advertisements, and obligate internet media to disclose publicly their beneficial owners. In addition, all NGOs should have to disclose their foreign donors to a national regulatory authority. Finally, Congress should also consider steps to prevent foreign companies from funneling campaign donations through U.S. subsidiaries.

**Work With Foreign Partners and Industry to Address the Virtual Currency Threat**

Washington should work with international partners to promote global implementation of relevant FATF standards, particularly the so-called “travel rule,” which requires cryptocurrency exchanges and other virtual asset service providers (VASPs) to obtain and share due diligence information about their customers when transferring funds. As FDD’s Richard Goldberg and K2 Integrity’s Alex Levitov note, “few foreign jurisdictions have implemented the travel rule.” And “if bad actors can access VASPs subject to insufficient regulation, they can often gain access to other, better-regulated VASPs and, ultimately, the traditional financial sector.”

As Goldberg and Levitov recommend, Washington and other governments should also require VASPs in well-regulated jurisdictions to apply more stringent due diligence to VASPs in high-risk jurisdictions. In addition, the U.S. government should engage with
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the private sector and state and local governments to promote investment in and widescale adoption of anti-money laundering/combatting the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT) compliance programs and blockchain analysis tools and software. Finally, policymakers should pursue ways to better regulate so-called “privacy coins,” “unhosted wallets,” virtual currency “mixers,” and cryptocurrency “mining pools,” often used to facilitate illicit activity.231 Toward this end, Congress should carefully consider the measures proposed in the bipartisan Digital Asset Anti-Money Laundering Act of 2022, introduced last December.232

Equip Key U.S. Government Agencies for Success

Congress must ensure Treasury and Commerce have the resources, staff, authorities, and structures they need. Despite their critical roles in protecting U.S. national security, both Treasury and Commerce operate with relatively small staffs and budgets. This challenge will only grow more acute in the years ahead with the expansion of Russia-related sanctions and export controls and Moscow’s efforts to evade them.

This is particularly concerning given that the malign activity of Russian actors already far outstrips the rate at which Treasury sanctions them. This likely reflects staffing shortfalls, although an inefficient interagency process may be another factor. The so-called FinCEN Files, which revealed an enormous amount of suspicious and even illicit activity that went unthwarted, indicate that the U.S. government is not acting on the mountains of “suspicious activity reports” that financial institutions submit to FinCEN.233 In 2020, FinCEN officials reportedly admitted the agency never even reads most of these reports, let alone acts on them.234

Fixing FinCEN should be a priority. Congress has begun to address this challenge by providing FinCEN with “direct-hire” authority in 2021,235 plus an 18 percent budget increase in the FY2023 omnibus spending bill.236 Biden’s FY2024 budget proposal requested a further 20 percent increase in funding,237 which Congress should grant. FinCEN should use these resources to invest in a substantial increase in staff, streamline its organizational processes, and modernize its technology, including by harnessing data-driven analytical tools that utilize AI and machine learning.

Commerce also needs to take this opportunity to revamp. As FDD Senior Advisor and former Treasury Department official Chip Poncy has argued, the revolutionary post-9/11 changes at Treasury can be replicated at Commerce. In particular, the department’s Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) should add capabilities similar to Treasury’s Office of Terrorism and Financial Intelligence, complete with its own intelligence and analysis office. To meet its mission,
BIS will need to increase its staff and budget, which are currently insufficient.238 Commerce should also equip BIS analysts with modern analytical tools, which could dramatically increase their productivity.239

**Build Partner Capacity to Detect and Disrupt Malign Financial Schemes**

Even as it improves its own enforcement capacity, the U.S. government should help foreign partners do the same. International cooperation will be essential in mounting effective defenses against Russian evasion of sanctions and export controls. Unfortunately, many of the nations that have imposed restrictions against Russia lack the experience and institutional capacity required to enforce them. As Treasury noted in its 2022 National Strategy for Combating Terrorist and Other Illicit Financing, a “sustained and coordinated effort is needed to improve the capacity of foreign financial intelligence units, law enforcement, supervisors, and others to … detect and disrupt illicit financial activity.”240

Treasury, Commerce, the State Department’s Office of Sanctions Coordination, DOJ, and other interagency stakeholders should work with partner countries to streamline information sharing and help them build their capacity to counter Russian circumvention. For example, Washington could expand the Democracies Against Safe Havens Initiative so it focuses on building partner capacity to disrupt illicit procurement in addition to corruption.

**Establish an Authority to Designate Jurisdictions of Primary Diversion Concern**

For some countries, the issue is less about capability than political will. As FDD Action’s Matthew Zweig has argued,241 Washington can counter Russian evasion of export controls by borrowing a concept from the Iran sanctions regime. The Commerce Department and Congress should develop an authority allowing the department to require enhanced due diligence for sensitive exports to *jurisdictions of primary diversion concern.*242 Such a designation would be applied to jurisdictions that are frequently used for Russian illicit procurement schemes and refuse to work with the United States. The 18 “common transshipment points” identified in Commerce’s June 2022 guidance to industry provide a good place to start.243

**Ensure the Disruptive Technology Strike Force Is Positioned to Combat Russian Illicit Procurement**

In February, DOJ and Commerce launched the Disruptive Technology Strike Force, dedicated to preventing adversaries from acquiring sensitive U.S. technologies in violation of export controls.244
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This announcement is welcome, but two potential pitfalls stand out.

First, the task force seems to focus on preventing adversaries, primarily China, from acquiring America’s “most advanced technology,” such as “supercomputing and exascale computing, artificial intelligence, advanced manufacturing equipment and materials, quantum computing, and biosciences.” While certainly worthwhile, this prioritization may mean the task force will give short shrift to thwarting Russian illicit procurement. Generally speaking, the microelectronics Moscow needs to enable production of existing military systems are not particularly cutting-edge, but Russian illicit procurement will continue to do considerable damage to U.S. interests if allowed to continue at scale.

Second, in their announcement, DOJ and Commerce said the task force would include participation by the Department of Homeland Security and 14 U.S. Attorneys’ Offices, but they gave no indication that Treasury will be included, despite its indispensable role in combatting malign finance.

**Amend the Rewards for Justice Program**

Congress should expand the State Department’s Rewards for Justice program to allow it to grant rewards to foreign individuals who provide information that leads to action taken against individuals or entities that evade or facilitate evasion of U.S. or UN sanctions or export controls. A bill introduced last year, the Bassam Barabandi Rewards for Justice Act, would do just that.245

**Expand RICO**

DOJ should also receive additional funds and powers to pursue foreign persons violating U.S. sanctions or export controls, similar to DOJ’s campaign against Russian hackers and its Task Force KleptoCapture launched last year. It would make sense to expand the Racketeer Influence and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) Act to bolster American law enforcement’s ability to investigate and prosecute violations of sanctions or export controls abroad, as DOJ has proposed.246 This should apply to all Russia-related restrictions, as well as those pertaining to other bad actors.

**Continue Improving International Sanctions Coordination**

Together, Washington and its allies should minimize opportunities for regulatory arbitrage, such as different definitions of “ownership” and “control.” The United States and European Union should also increase the efficiency of their information sharing process under their mutual legal assistance treaty, which can take years to process requests.247 Washington should also encourage the European Union to amend its human rights sanctions regime to authorize sanctions against corruption, like the United States and United Kingdom. The transatlantic allies should then launch a sustained sanctions campaign targeting corruption in Russia and elsewhere.

Finally, Western nations should continue improving information sharing and operational coordination concerning Russian malign finance, including between
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Their financial intelligence units. The “enhanced partnership” Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control and the UK Office of Financial Sanctions Implementation announced in October can serve as a model for similar partnerships involving other allies and agencies, such as the Commerce Department.  

Crack Down on ‘Super-Facilitators’ and Renew the Sanctions Campaign Against Russia-Based Organized Crime

In terms of prioritization, cracking down on Russian “super-facilitators” — networks that facilitate malign financial activity of multiple different Putin regime actors or purposes — should be an area of focus. For example, a Germany-based front company allegedly both served in a network that laundered money stolen as part of the 2007 Magnitsky affair and facilitated Russian illicit procurement of radiation-resistant chips and items for Russia’s covert chemical weapons program.  

Last October, DOJ alleged that another Germany-based front facilitated both illicit procurement and a sanctions-busting oil-smuggling scheme. Tackling these super-facilitator networks can achieve outsized impact.

Conclusion

The United States has much at stake in its confrontation with Russia. The security order in Europe hangs in the balance, while other adversaries, such as China and Iran, are watching. Winning this confrontation will require Washington to be decisive and persistent. This is true when it comes to military aid for Ukraine, and it is true in the financial and economic domain as well.


249. “Химики двойного назначения [Dual-purpose chemicals],” Novaya Gazeta (Russia), March 18, 2021. (https://novayagazeta.ru/articles/2021/03/18/khimiki-dvoynogo-naznacheniya)
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